
MINUTES FROM NORDIC HANG AND PARAGLIDING MEETING 
23-24 OCTOBER 1999 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 

 
Participants: 
Mark Presson  PG  Sweden 
HP Fallesen  PG  Sweden 
Jonas Svedberg PG  Sweden 
Anders Andersson HG  Sweden 
Karin Hornfelt HG  Norway 
Svein Vetti  PG  Norway 
Riikka Vilkuna PG/HG Finland 
Michael Fog  PG/HG  Denmark 
Agust Gudmundsson PG/HG  Iceland 
 
1   Opening 

Mark Presson opened and welcomed all participants on behalf of the Swedish Paragliding 
Association. 
 

2   Votes on Seceretary 
HP Fallesen was elected as seceretary. 
 

3   Votes on Justeringsman 
Riikka Vilkuna was elected as justeringsman 
 

4   Approval of the agenda 
The agenda was approved with following adjustments: 

- Records, to be dealed with under punkt 6, Nordic Trophy criteria 

- PG Accuracy, informaytion by Riikka Vilkuna under punkt 10 Other Items 

- 2-meter radio frequnce, information by Mark Presson under punkt  10 Other Items. 
 

5   Minutes from last meeting in Denmark 
Michael Fog reported and the minutes were approved. 
 

6   Nordic Trophy criteria 
Jonas Svedberg presented a proposal. See appendix A 
 The meeting approved on the proposal. 
Records: 
For the Nordic Trophy in open distans following distances were reported: 
  PG HG 
Sweden  91km 182,4km 
Denmark  83,1km 119,5km 
Finland  164km 182km 
Norway  101km 155km 
Iceland  - - 
 
The Nordic Trophy for the longest open distans flight in paragliding 1999 went to Finland. 
The Nordic Trophy for the longest open distans flight in hanggliding 1999 went to Sweden. 
 
 
 
 



Following national records were presented and applyed for, and approved as Nordic Record. 
HG Out&Return  117km Sweden 
HG Triangel  122,1km Denmark 
HG Declared Goal  182km Finland 
HG 25km Triangel/speed 18,5km/h Finland 
HG 50km Triangel/speed 23,2km/h Finland 
 
PG Out&Return   45,8km Norway 
PG Declared Goal  83,1km Denmark 
PG Triangel  64,2km Denmark 
 

The meeting approved that a list with all Nordic Records shall be enclosed 
with each year agenda for the meeting. 

 
Women recorde were discussed. 

The meeting approved that all FAI categories can be applyed and approved 
as Female Nordic Records.  

 
National records flown over the border to an other country were discussed. Regulation on 
this matter differs between the nordic countrys. 

The meeting approved that the starting point for the task should be in the 
origin country. 

 
 
 
 

7   Nordic Competition planing and time criterias 
HG 
Norway have had problem in this matter. No one from other countrys enter. According to 
Karin Hornfeldt, this copetition form is dead. 
This year Swedish Championships can also be Nordic Championships and all nordic 
hanggliding pilots are herby invited to participate (on condition that the pilot fullfill the 
requred skill level) 
Scheedule for the competition will be decided at the anual Swedish Hanggliding Association 
meeting in october. 
Iceland, who will be the host for 2001 Nordic Championships in hanggliding, made a short 
presentation by Agust Gudmundsson. It will be held 4-7:th of july. 
 
PG 
Denmark suggested that the arrangement of the upcomming Nordic Championships should 
be transfered from Denmark to Sweden/Norway.  

The meeting approved that Sweden/Norway will be arranging the Nordic 
Championships. 

Sweden/Norway informed that the competion will take place in Grand Bonard, France the 5-
12:th of july 2000. 
Denmark and Finland have already planned there National  Championships which interfer 
with those dates but will go back to there competition committes and try to make them 
change date. 
Some proposals for new rules where discussed.  

The meeting approved that for the team-competition the four best pilots per 
country from each day should be counted. 



 
The meeting approved that the Nordic Championships should be a serial 
glider competition and that each country should work for that there 
National Championships also should be a serial competion. 
 

 
The meeting approved that there will be a female class. 
If less then 8 women participate the first woman will be official Nordic 
Female Champion and awarded. 
If 8 or more women participate the first to third places will be awarded. 

 
Finland, who will be the host for 2001 Nordic Championships in paragliding, were urgently 
requested to present preleminary dates for this event. 
 

8    Accidents and Safety 
Michael Fog, who got the reponsibility from the last year meeting to collect all reports and 
create a nordic database, informed that very few reports has been sent to him. The database 
havn´t been created yet. Michael will send out a list on what kind of information he needs to 
be able to create the database. This list should be sent by Michael to each country before the 
end of this year. It will be a Multiple Chose form on the web. He will then also start scetching 
on a nordic standard for accident reports. 
 
There were a discussion about the reporting system in each country and what use we can find 
out from this reports. 
Accidents were reported from each country according to following: 
Finnland 
See appendix A. 
Norway 
Paragliding see appendix B. 
Hangglading: 

No major accident. 
8 reports. Five of these are during education (four broken arms, one broken 
thigh-bone) 
Svein Vetti pointed out that this is far from all accidents and it is not 
representable for the real situation. 

Iceland 
Paragliding: 

Unexperiensed pilot broke wrist in towing accident 
Hangglading: 

One report. Student broke wrist. 
Sweden 
Paragliding see appendix C. 
Hangglading: 

4 reports. Two from accidents and two from incidents 
One serious accident occured in Laragne, France during tandem flight. Both 
pilot and passanger disabled. 
One accident accured during landing in XC flight. 
Two incident with emergency parachute (one broken wing, one “tucked”) 
Experiensed pilots in all four reports. 

Denmark 
Paragliding: 



Two accidents. 
One serious accident occured when a pilot crashed due to strong wind and were 
blown over the ridge. Pilot disabled 
One accident with broken ankle.  

 
Hanggliding: 

No reports. 
Some conclusions: 
HP Fallesen is woirried by the increasing trend of accidents from PG in Sweden. 
Karin Hornfelt is worried about the relativly high amount of hanggliding accidents in 
Norway. There is a HG projekt going on, to get responsible safety persons in clubs. 
Riikka Vilkuna means that many of the Finish accidents could have been avoided. 
 
A debate followed. Here are some voices heard. 
“ We must dear to groand pilots” (Mark Presson) 
“What are our legal rights to withdraw a licens?”  (Karin Hornfelt) 
“We have responsibility for other pilots” (Riikka Vilkuna) 
“Pilots must understand that it´s dangerous to fly” (Anders Andersson) 
“Pilots are flying effected by alcohol” (Agust Gudmundsson) 
“What can be done on nordic level to increase accidents?” (Jonas Svedberg) 
“Could we have a nordic safetysite on the web?” (Mark Presson) 
“The clubs must be made awere on the safety matters and should be encourage to make 
safety seminars.” (Karin Hornfelt) 
“Are we allowed to heart ourselves?” (HP Fallesen) 
 
HP Fallesen also reported about a swedish paragliding safety project called “Sluta Störta” that 
have been initiated by the swedish association. It is based on a safety project performed by 
the swedish gliding association some years ago with very good result. 
HP Fallesen were asked to send the “Sluta Störta” compendium to each country. 
 

The meeting approved that each association should encourage all kind of 
safety work. 

 
 

9    Equipment, the direction and evolution. 
Jonas Svedberg informed about a new rule in Sweden regarding harness protection. 
From 2000-01-01 all harnesses must contain a penetration shield and an shockobsorving 
material of at least 10 cm. of thickness. 
Jonas Svedberg also informed that from 2000-01-01 there is a law in Sweden on having 
transponder when flying in TMA airspace. Since there is no transponder equipment that 
could be carried by either paraglider, hangglider or gliders on the market, in practice all this 
flying is forbidden. (Another wonderful example of Swedish authorities longing for strange 
regulations according to Brussels. Seceretarys comment) 

 
10  Other items 

CIVL 
Some matters for the upcoming CIVL meeting were discussed. 

The meeting approved that the Nordic countries should work for that CIVL 
moves in the direction of Serial competitions for Paragliders. 
 
The meeting approved that the Nordic countries should work for that CIVL 



should demand certificated wings in Hanggliding competitions. 
 
The meeting approved that the Nordic countries should work for that CIVL 
should implement a rule that command obligatory wheels on hanggliders in 
category 1 and 2. 
 
The meeting approved that the Nordic countries should work for that CIVL 
should have “Safety work” as a standing item on the agenda. 
 

Karin Hornfelt asked how we get information from CIVL. As it is today, only plenarium 
minutes are sent to each country. 
Riikka Vilkuna will be going to the meeting and countries who will not be sending any 
representativ were encourage to send aproxy to Riikka. 
 
World Championships in Accuracy Paragliding 
Riikka Vilkuna informed about this upcoming event. There are some problems in co-
ordination between different organizations. 
 
Motorized paragliding 
The situation in each country were presented. 
Norway- Application work is going on. Will be orginazied under the Paragliding association. 
Finland- Application work is going on. See appendix C. 
Sweden- Application work is going on. Will be handle by Ultralight category C. 
Denmark- Nearly no flying activety. Do not know who will organize it. 
Iceland- No activety. 
 
E-mail list 
Agust Gudmundsson will start a e-mail list for the nordic delegates. 
 
Radio 
Mark Presson is working with the swedish authorities in this matter. He will inform about the 
proceding on the new e-mail list. 
 
Insurance 
Each country have there problems with the insurance.  
The nordic countries should work for that the third party liability insurance should have the 
same coverage. This should also tryied to be standardilized trough CIVL or Europe Airsport. 
HP Fallesen informed that Sweden now are moving in the direction of private accident 
insurances. A small group of high-risk sport practisepents, as paragliding pilots will never get 
anything else than a very expensive group accident insurance that has a very bad coverages. 
Therefore the swedish association now includes a very low basic coverage on only 
disablement and death compensation and inform and encourage all pilots to sign private 
insurances instead. 
Agust Gudmundsson volontered on collecting information from the nordic paragliding 
insurances solutions today. He will evaluate them in order to eventually find a common 
nordic insurance. He will ask each nordic country to present there insurance contract and 
answer some questions that he will put on the e-mail list. 
 

11   Next Meeting 
Will be held on Iceland 21-22:th of october 2000. 
Following items should be on the agenda. 



- Evaluation on what has been done about safety matters. 

- Should Nordic Championships in Hanggliding be taken away. 

- Female records 

- Radio frequences 

- Motorized hang- and paragliding 
 

12   Closing 
 At 11 am. sunday the meeting were closed. 
On behalf of the Swedish Paragliding Association and Swedish Hanggliding Association, HP 
Fallesen thanked all participents for a very good and constructive meeting. 
Aerobatic flying were planned as activety but due to bad weather it was canceled. (to great 
releaf for some delegates) 
The delegatesinstead went visiting the new Modern Museeum before going back home. 
 
 
Stockholm 99-11-22 
Vid protokollet 
 
 
HP Fallesen 
 
 


